Hybrid Planning
Business planning processes for
teams working in hybrid
arrangements

The harder it is to get people together, the more important it is to get them
involved. Our hybrid approach is designed for everyone to participate
In recent years many were finding it harder to bring teams together for business planning and
development. This challenge escalated with the arrival COVID, the uptake of hybrid work
arrangements, and the growth in geographically distributed teams. These brings added risks to
team cohesion, process improvement, personal buy-in, and improved customer service.
Here are some design principles for planning in current conditions, drawn from our deep
experience helping teams to plan and develop. There is also an example hybrid planning
process to illustrate them. Note, these principles focus on the process structure. They don’t
address the team building dynamics that often go with planning.
Whether you work with us or go it alone, we hope these help you in the important work of
bringing your team together to help people collaborate and aim for their best.

Design Principles
1. It’s about voices: Focus on enabling a
conversation with many voices rather than
holding an event or workshop.
2. It’s a sequence of activities: A workshop is not
a single activity but a sequence of activities.
This sequence of activities does not have to
happen on the same day or at the same
location.
3. It has limited scope: Group planning processes
usually focus on the vision and goals of the
organisation’s work, areas to improve or
adapt, or about how to manage ongoing work.
They do not reinvent all of an organisation’s
work, which is mostly stable year on year.

4. It’s about decisions: Planning processes are about enabling
decisions. These are about what information and ideas are
important for the plan (data, brainstorming, scenario
exploration, experience, feedback) and decisions about
future actions (priorities, key relationships, roles and
responsibilities, resources, methods, risk management).
5. It’s about guiding the plan: Group planning processes don’t
write the plan but produce information to use in the
preparation of the plan. The plan is written after the group
process.
6. It’s about supporting decision makers: The decision about
the final plan goes to the relevant delegate or group, which
may include participants, depending on the organisation’s
internal processes and the types of decisions involved.

We can help

Grevillea Consultants can help you to explore options for a hybrid
business planning process that suits your conditions. Contact our
consulting director, Paul Hegerty, to start the conversation.
P. 0421 080 311 E. paul@grevilleaconsultants.com.au
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Example Hybrid Planning Process
The operating conditions
1. The participant group size is 35. It is a mix of executives, managers, supervisors and staff.
2. Staff work from home or in the office, working some days per week at either location
3. Their current social distancing policies combined with the size of available facilities prevent
whole of group sessions with all 35 people.
4. The group already has an active vision and direction. This is an operationally focused
planning process.

The team planning process
1.

Initial webinar - Introductions and key information
a) Executive leader presents the purpose and goals of the process
b) Facilitating consultant introduces the process and frameworks to be used
c) Local leaders and technical staff present key information
d) Documentation sent out to participants

2.

Small group sessions - Exploratory information
a) Facilitated online chats or on location meetings to explore key topics and
collate input
b) Summary data from small groups distributed to the whole group
c) Online site for people to prioritise information and add additional
information or reflections (eg. related issues, benefits, actions)

3.

Mid-point webinar - Current views and direction setting
a) Presentation of online site results and insights
b) Senior leaders to confirm priorities and direction (may lead to extra input,
if more participation is needed - use Vroom, Jago, Yetton decision
framework to choose the process needed at this point)
c) Facilitating consultant introduces the process and frameworks to be used
for the next segment

4.

Small group sessions - Practical steps for implementation
a) Facilitated online chats or on location meetings to explore how to
implement the priorities and work towards goals. (Selection of small
groups will depend on the agenda, eg. mixed groups or meeting in work
teams.)
b) Practical targets, quality definitions, steps, roles and responsibilities, and
resource commitments are nominated.
c) Risks and critical issues are identified for inclusion in the plan and for
ongoing monitoring during the life of the plan.

5.

Final webinar - The expected content for plan and participant responses
a) Senior leaders and/or staff collating the plan present the key content
that will go into the plan, based on the input from participants and
ongoing corporate business requirements
b) Issues with high impact on staff that need greater buy-in go to a decision
and comments process online. This is done during the webinar or after.

6.

Final plan prepared by the leaders and staff collating the plan. Released to the
group after final delegate approval.
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